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Abstract 
 

The human speech delivers different types of information about the speaker and speech. From the speech production side, the speech 

signal carries linguistic information such as the meaningful message and the language and emotional, geographical and the speaker’s 

physiological characteristics of the speaker information are conveyed. This paper focuses on automatically identifying the emotion of a 

speaker given a sample of speech. the speech signals considered in this work are collected from Telugu speakers. The features like pitch, 

pitch related prosody, energy and formants. The overall recognition accuracy obtained is 72% in this work. 
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1. Introduction 

Spoken language is the most common mode of communicating 

messages for the humans. The speech signal conveys linguistic 

information like message along with spoken language and speaker 

emotion, region and physiology of the human speech production 

system. Emotion, on the flip side is an individual mental state. 

There are various emotion which effect the flow of the speech [1]. 

Emotion recognition is crucial in making the speech recognition 

efficient 

A fundamental challenge for current research in the area of speech 

science and technology is understanding and modelling individual 

variations in spoken language [2]. Individuals have their own style 

of speaking, depending on many factors like emotion, dialect and 

accent of the speech. Due to prosody of the language, speaker 

identification also becomes challenging task [3].  

This paper focuses on automatically identifying the emotion of a 

speaker given a sample of speech and demonstrates how such a 

technology can be employed to improve the Recognition system. 

The main aim of this work is to build a speech emotion recogni-

tion system that identifies emotions of the speaker based on his 

speech patterns within the closed-set data and with the extracted 

features the goal of speech recognition system is to Development 

of Database and Testing samples consisting of different emotions. 

1) To develop an algorithm to identify speech emotion. 

2) Propose a classification methodology for emotion 

speech recognition.   

 

Many researchers in the area of speech processing are working in 

the different applications such as speaker identification, emotion 

recognition, speech coding etc. the researchers are working with 

different features such as MFCC[4-7], source features[8-12] with 

different classification techniques[14-17]. 

2. Features 

Pitch: 

The speech signal has to be windowed and then the auto correla-

tion function has to be defined as short time auto correlation func-

tion as shown in the equation 1 below: 
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Where w(n) is the suitable window generally hamming 

window, where N is the length of the speech signal, that is being 

analyzed and N’ is the number of samples used for computation of 

auto correlation. 

The pitch of the speech signal is found out by using the 

Auto Correlation Function (ACF) periodicity. 

 

Energy Function 

 

The energy of a speech signal is computed by splitting the speech 

signal into frames by using windowing and then computing total 

squared values of signal samples in each frame. The frames are 

multiplied by a window as shown in the equation 2 

 

                                                              (2) 
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 Formants: 

 

Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) method is used in estimation of 

formant estimation in light of the fact that the determination can 

be set by windowing the speech signal and obtaining the LPC 

coefficients 

The mathematical expression for LPC can be shown in the   z- 

domain with the equation 3. 

          (3) 

 

The poles of the vocal tract can be given by the roots of linear 

predication coding and the formants are associated with respective 

vocal tract poles. 

 

3 Methodology 
 

Eight people were identified. The work is text-independent speak-

er identification and the sentences given for recording the speech 

of the speakers were “నీళ్ళు తీసుక రా” (neellu thisukura), “ఇదిగో 
ఇటు వచ్చి కూరోి” (edhigo itu vachi kurcho), “ఉచ్చత సలహాలు 
ఇవవద్ుు ర” (uchitha salahalu ivvaddhura). Twenty five speech sam-

ples were recorded from each speaker for each of the three sen-

tences using the phone in five different emotions (happy, angry, 

sad, bore and neutral). These files which were initially in .mp3 

format were converted into .wav format using media.io. The .wav 

files were given as inputs to MATLAB to obtain the time domain 

plots. 

The nine features were extracted from each sample. The data sheet 

for 600 samples was prepared for each of the three sentences for 

each emotion. The average estimates for every emotion was fig-

ured and in this manner the average matrix was developed. Every 

column speaks to one emotion. These averages are then compared 

and the test input samples by finding the Euclidian distances and 

the minimum distances were gotten in other matrix. The emotion 

relating to the minimum Euclidian separation was recognized as 

the outright emotion. 

 

4 Results and Discussions 
 

In this work three sentences from Telugu language were selected 

for developing the training and testing. These sentences are given 

in the previous section. The sentences are chosen in such a way 

that the emotional difference can be identified when these speech-

es were recorded in different emotions. 

Further Five (5) emotions (angry, bore, happy, normal and sad) 

were selected to analyze the recognition accuracy for eight differ-

ent speakers. Every speaker spoke 5 times for each emotion. 

Therefore the total number of speech samples for Eight (8) people 

with five emotions and five times of three sentences  8X5X5X3 

equals 600 samples (speakers-8, emotions-5, iterations-5 and 

speaches-3). 

For every speaker, given an emotion, five speeches were recorded 

for every sentence. 

The features extracted from the Telugu emotion speech samples 

are:  

1) Pitch and its related prosody 

2) energy 

3) Formants. 

For every emotion the average value was found from these five 

samples from eight speakers of that respective emotion. This value 

is used for the training phase in the proposed work and testing is 

carried out by taking any of the combinations of two test samples. 

From the table 1 it can be obtained that twenty-five test samples 

out of forty-eight samples tested were successfully recognized by 

this proposed algorithm for angry emotion. Therefore, the percent-

age recognition accuracy for the anger emotion of speech is 

(25/48) 52.08 %.  

On the contrary, for the Bore emotion it is thirty-five test samples 

out of forty-eight samples tested, were correctly recognized by the 

algorithm. Hence, the percentage of bore emotion recognition 

accuracy is (42/48) 87.50 %. For Happy emotion thirty-seven 

tested samples were correctly recognized out of forty-eight sam-

ples given. Therefore, the percentage of happy is (37/48) 77.08 %. 

For Normal emotion thirty-six test samples were successfully 

recognized out of forty-eight test samples. Therefore, the percent-

age recognition accuracy is (36/48) 75.00 % and for sad emotion 

thirty-five samples were correctly recognized out of forty-eight 

samples tested which gave a recognition accuracy of (35/48) 72.91 

%. 

 
Table 1  Efficiency table for individual emotion 

Emotions No. of Sam-

ples 

Correctly 

Identified     

Samples 

Percentage of 

accuracy 

Angry 48 25 52.08 

Bore 48 42 87.50 

Happy 48 37 77.08 

Normal 48 36 75.00 

Sad 48 35 72.91 

 

5. Comparison with existing method 
 

This work is compared with the work done by Nitisha and Ashu 

Bansal [13]. They have created content ward frameworks that 

have been prepared for a specific emotion. All recognition systems 

contain three important modules: Data acquisition, extraction of 

features and development of recognition algorithm. The compari-

son is shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Comparison of the existing and the proposed systems 

Description Published Method Proposed Method 

Language Hindi Telugu sentences 

Speech sen-

tences record-

ed 

Ek, do, teen, char 
etc. 

(The numbers one, 

two three, four 
uttered in Hindi) 

“నీళ్ళు తీసుక రా ” (neel-

luthisukura) , 
“ఇదిగో ఇటు వచ్చి కూరోి ” (edhi-

goituvachikurcho) ,  
“ఉచ్చత సలహాలు ఇవవద్ుు ర ” 

(uchithasalahaluivvaddhura)  

Speech Rec-

orded  system 

Recording using 

Microphone 

Mobile Phone 

Type of Identi-

fication 

Text Dependent 
emotion  

Text Independent emotion 

Features Used Mel Frequency 

Cepstrum Coeffi-
cient 

Pitch, Intensity and Three For-

mants. 

Classification 

model 

Vector Quantiza-

tion  

Nearest Neighborhood Classifi-

er  

 

In the proposed method, a text independent Speech emotion 

recognition was developed using Telugu sentences. The sentences 

were recorded using the mobile phone of SAMSUNG make. The 

classification used was the Nearest Neighborhood Classifier 

(NNC) for feature matching. The emotion of the trained samples 

with which the test samples has least difference was identified as 

the correct emotion. The system has found to possess accuracy as 

high as 72.91%. 
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6. Conclusions 

 Telugu emotion speech database is prepared from 8 speakers with 

emotional speeches of   anger, neutral, happy, sad, bore success-

fully. The average value of each feature of all the samples have 

been given to the system for training and testing is done by trying 

various combinations of two samples at a time and also for all the 

collected speech samples at a time. In the case of two test samples 

which got higher efficiency, the recognition accuracy obtained for 

“Bore” is 87.50% which is the highest among all the other emo-

tions tested. Expected results are in line with the natural phenom-

enon and the recognition accuracy of emotion “angry” is 52.08%, 

since the speaker unwillingly spoke the sentence in line with the 

natural phenomenon. The overall efficiency of emotion recogni-

tion system by using the above features and nearest neighborhood 

classifier (NNC) is found to be as high as72.91 %. 

 

7. Future Scope 

 
1) The emotion recognition system performance may be increased 

by using MFCC features. 

2) This system performance can be increased by using Deep Neu-

ral networks for classification. 

3) The number of speech samples can be increased to get better 

results. 

4) The data acquisition system can be developed to automatically 

record the speeches of any Indian language in particular Telugu. 
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